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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is devoted to the characterization of all self-adjoint extensions of the minimal linear
relation associated with the discrete symplectic system
zkpλq “ Skpλq zk`1pλq, Skpλq – Sk ` λVk, (Sλ)
where λ P C is the spectral parameter, Sk and Vk are 2nˆ 2n complex-valued matrices such that
S˚kJSk “ J , V˚kJSk is Hermitian, V˚kJ Vk “ 0 (1.1)
with the skew-symmetric 2n ˆ 2n matrix J – ` 0 I´I 0 ˘ and the superscript ˚ denoting the conjugate
transpose. Here k belongs to a discrete interval IZ, which is finite or unbounded from above. The
conditions in (1.1) imply that Skpλq satisfies the following symplectic-type identity
S
˚
kpλ¯qJ Skpλq “ J , (1.2)
which motivates the basic terminology for system (Sλ). Moreover, system (Sλ) can be written as
J rzkpλq ´ Sk zk`1pλqs “ λΨk zkpλq, Ψk – JSk J V˚k J , (1.3)
which gives to rise a linear map L defined by the left-hand side of (1.3). Note that Ψ also plays the
role of the weight matrix in the associated semi-inner product (see Theorem 2.2). Hence, we assume,
in addition to (1.1), that Ψk is positive semidefinite on IZ.
System (Sλ) is said to be in the “time reversed” form. Identity (1.2) implies that the matrix S˜kpλq –
S
´1
k pλq “ ´J S˚kpλ¯qJ exists for all λ P C and k P IZ, depends linearly on λ, and satisfies the same
equality as in (1.2). Hence system (Sλ) is equivalent with the (classical and more natural) “forward”
discrete symplectic system
zk`1pλq “ S˜kpλq zkpλq, S˜kpλq – S˜k ` λV˜k, (S˜λ)
i.e., zpλq solves (Sλ) if and only if it solves system (S˜λ). Moreover, the Ψ-norm of a solution zpλq
agrees with its Ψ˜-norm, where Ψ˜k denotes the weight matrix corresponding to system (S˜λ) and Ψ˜k ě 0
if and only if Ψk ě 0. This equivalence guarantees that the results of the Weyl–Titchmarsh theory for
system (S˜λ) established in [6, 9, 37] (see also [39, Section 4]) are also true for system (Sλ).
Let us emphasize that analogously we could deal with system (S˜λ) instead of (Sλ). But the choice
of system (Sλ) is mainly motivated by the absence of the shift on the right-hand side of equality
(1.3) and in the associated semi-inner product, which produces more natural calculations, see [10].
This is also the traditional approach in connection with the second order Sturm–Liouville difference
equations (see, e.g. [24, 33]). On the other hand, systems (Sλ) and (S˜λ) lead to different spaces of
square summable sequences defined in (2.9).
Since the mapping associated with system (Sλ) may be multivalued or non-densely defined, the
approach dealing with linear relations instead of operators is utilized; see [10, Section 5]. The study
of linear relations associated with system (Sλ) begun in [10] is continued in this paper with a char-
acterization of self-adjoint extensions of symmetric linear relations. The description of self-adjoint
extensions and their particular cases is a classic problem in the theory of differential and difference
equations; see [3, 7, 13, 16, 17, 19, 20, 23, 25, 27–30, 33, 34, 41–44]. As in [31, 42–44] our main result
here is obtained by using square summable solutions of system (Sλ) and the Glazman–Krein–Naimark
theory.
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In [31], a characterization of self-adjoint extensions is given for linear Hamiltonian difference sys-
tems of the form
∆
ˆ
xkpλq
ukpλq
˙
“ pHk`λWkq
ˆ
xk`1pλq
ukpλq
˙
, Hk –
ˆ
Ak Bk
Ck ´A˚k
˙
, Wk –
˜
0 W
r2s
k
´W r1sk 0
¸
, (1.4)
where Bk, Ck, W r1sk ,W
r2s
k are n ˆ n Hermitian matrices, W r1sk ě 0, W r2sk ě 0, and the matrix I ´ Ak
is invertible. We note that the underlying discrete interval considered in the latter reference can be
also unbounded from below. An interesting overlap exists between the systems given in (Sλ) and
(1.4). System (Sλ) can be written as a linear Hamiltonian difference system only if the n ˆ n matrix
in the right-lower block of Skpλq is invertible for all λ P C and k P IZ. However, in this instance
the dependence on λ may be nonlinear and the form of Wk more general than in (1.4). On the other
hand, system (1.4) can be written as (Sλ) only if W r2sk pI ´ A˚kq´1W r1sk ” 0. Without this additional
assumption we obtain a discrete symplectic system with a special quadratic dependence on λ, see
also [36, 38] for more details.
If we suppress the dependence on the spectral parameter, discrete symplectic systems, i.e., (Sλ) or
(S˜λ) with λ “ 0, represent the proper discrete counterpart of the linear Hamiltonian differential system
(see, e.g. [5]). Hence system (Sλ) can be seen as a discrete analogue of the system
z1pt, λq “ J rBptq ` λAptqs zpt, λq, (1.5)
where Aptq, Bptq are 2nˆ2n locally integrable, Hermitian matrix-valued functions (see Remark 2.3).
But we point out the principal difference in the assumptions concerning the invertibility of the weight
matrices Ψk and Aptq. Hence we refer to [38], where a connection between linear Hamiltonian differ-
ential and difference systems and discrete symplectic systems depending on the spectral parameter is
discussed with using the time scale calculus, which provides suitable tools for this purpose.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we list notation used, introduce sys-
tem (Sλ) precisely, and recall several results from the theory of linear relations. We also establish
a limit point criterion for system (Sλ) in Theorem 2.7. In Section 3 we present the main result, The-
orem 3.3, concerning the characterization of self-adjoint extensions of the minimal linear relation
associated with system (Sλ). We apply this to a consideration of the 2ˆ 2 (scalar) case for a finite dis-
crete interval, and describe the Krein–von Neumann extension explicitly: see Theorems 3.9 and 3.11,
and Example 3.10. We note that there is no analogue of Theorems 2.7, 3.9, 3.11 and Example 3.10 in
the setting of system (1.4). Finally, Section 4 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.3.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In the first part of this section we establish the basic notation. The real and imaginary parts of
any λ P C are, respectively, denoted by Repλq and Impλq, i.e., Repλq – pλ ` λ¯q{2 and Impλq –
pλ ´ λ¯q{p2iq. The symbols C` and C´ mean, respectively, the upper and lower complex plane, i.e.,
C` – tλ P C | Impλq ą 0u and C´ – tλ P C | Impλq ă 0u.
All matrices are considered over the field of complex numbersC. For r, s P N we denote byCrˆs the
space of all complex-valued rˆsmatrices and Crˆ1 will be abbreviated as Cr. For a given matrix M P
C
rˆs we indicate by MJ, M , M˚, detM , rankM , M ě 0, adjpMq, RpMq, and dimRpMq, respec-
tively, its transpose, conjugate, conjugate transpose, determinant, rank, positive definiteness, adjugate
matrix, range (i.e., the space spanned by the columns of M) and the dimension of RpMq. By }M}2,
we denote the spectral norm for M P Cnˆn, i.e., }M}2 – maxt?µ | µ is an eigenvalue of M˚Mu.
This norm possesses the submultiplicative property, i.e., }MN}2 ď }M}2}N}2 for any M,N P Cnˆn,
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and is the operator norm induced by the Euclidean norm on Cn, i.e., }v}2 “ pv˚vq1{2 for any v P Cn.
Hence, we also have
}Mv}2 ď }M}2}v}2 (2.1)
for any M P Cnˆn and v P Cn.
In addition, by Mu,v we mean the submatrix of M P Crˆs consisting of the first u ď r rows and of
the first v ď s columns and we write only Mu in the case u “ v, i.e., for the u-th leading principal
submatrix of M . The following relations are well known for any matrices M P Crˆs, L P Csˆp, and
Q P Crˆq,
rankM ` rankL´ s ď rankML ď mintrankM, rankLu, (2.2)
rankM “ rankMM˚ “ rankM˚M, (2.3)
rankpM, Qq ` dimrRpMq XRpQqs “ rankM ` rankQ; (2.4)
e.g. [4, Corollaries 2.5.1, 2.5.3, and 2.5.10 and Fact 2.11.9].
Let I be an open or closed interval in R. Then, IZ – I X Z denotes the corresponding discrete
interval. In particular, with N P N Y t0,8u, we shall be interested in discrete intervals of the form
IZ – r0, N ` 1qZ, in which case we define I`Z – r0, N ` 1sZ with the understanding that IZ ” I`Z
when N “ 8. Hence our system (Sλ) will be considered on discrete intervals IZ which are finite or
unbounded above.
By CpIZqrˆs we denote the space of sequences defined on IZ of complex r ˆ s matrices, where
typically r P tn, 2nu and 1 ď s ď 2n. In particular, we write only CpIZqr in the case s “ 1. If
M P CpIZqrˆs, then Mpkq – Mk for k P IZ and if Mpλq P CpIZqrˆs, then Mpλ, kq – Mkpλq
for k P IZ with M˚k pλq – rMkpλqs˚. If M P CpIZqrˆs and L P CpIZqsˆp, then MN P CpIZqrˆp,
where pMNqk – MkNk for k P IZ. The subspace of CpIZqrˆs consisting of all sequences compactly
supported in IZ is denoted by C0pIZqrˆs. The forward difference operator acting on CpIZqrˆs is
denoted by ∆ where p∆zqk – ∆zk. Finally, zk
ˇˇn
m
– zn ´ zm.
2.1. Discrete symplectic systems. In the previous section system (Sλ) was introduced through the
matrices S,V satisfying (1.1) and such that Ψ given in (1.3) is positive semidefinite. But according
to (1.3), system (Sλ) can be determined also by S and a suitable matrix Ψ. This correspondence was
shown in [10, Subsection 2.1] and it justifies the following hypothesis concerning the basic conditions
for the coefficients of system (Sλ). It guarantees that all the conditions in (1.1) are satisfied, which
implies that any initial value problem associated with (Sλ) is uniquely solvable on IZ for any initial
value given at any k0 P I`Z . This hypothesis is assumed throughout the paper.
Hypothesis 2.1. Let n P N and IZ be given. We have S,Ψ P CpIZq2nˆ2n such that
S˚kJSk “ J , Ψ˚k “ Ψk, Ψ˚k J Ψk “ 0, Ψk ě 0 for all k P IZ. (2.5)
Moreover, we define Skpλq – Sk ` λVk with Vk – ´J Ψk Sk for all k P IZ.
Let us define the linear map
L : CpI`
Z
q2n Ñ CpIZq2n, L pzqk – J pzk ´ Sk zk`1q.
Then the nonhomogeneous problem
zkpλq “ Skpλq zk`1pλq ´ J Ψk fk, k P IZ, (Sfλ)
where f P CpIZq2n, can be written as
L pzpλqqk “ λΨk zkpλq `Ψk fk, k P IZ;
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see [10, Lemma 2.6]. For convenience, we abbreviate L ˚pzqk – rL pzqks˚ and by (Sgν) we will
refer to the nonhomogeneous system of the form (Sfλ) with λ replaced by ν and f replaced by g.
Analogous notation is employed also for system (Sλ), which corresponds to (S0λ). We also suppress
the dependence of zpλq on λ when λ “ 0.
The following identity is crucial in the whole theory (see [10, Theorem 2.5] for its proof).
Theorem 2.2 (Extended Lagrange identity). Let λ, ν P C, 1 ď m ď 2n, and f, g P CpIZq2nˆm. If
zpλq P CpI`
Z
q2nˆm and upνq P CpI`
Z
q2nˆm are solutions of systems (Sfλ) and (Sgν), respectively, thenfor any k, s, t P IZ such that s ď t, we have
∆rz˚k pλqJ ukpνqs “ pλ¯´ νq z˚k pλqΨk ukpνq ` f˚k Ψk ukpνq ´ z˚k pλqΨk gk,
z˚k pλqJ ukpνq
ˇˇt`1
s
“
tÿ
k“s
 pλ¯´ νq z˚k pλqΨk ukpνq ` f˚k Ψk ukpνq ´ z˚k pλqΨk gk(. (2.6)
Especially, if ν “ λ¯ and f ” 0 ” g, we get the Wronskian-type identity
z˚k pλqJ ukpλ¯q “ z˚0 pλqJ u0pλ¯q, k P I`Z . (2.7)
Since we assume Ψk ě 0 on IZ, Theorem 2.2 motivates the natural definition of the semi-inner
product for z, u P CpI`
Z
q2n as
xz, uyΨ –
ÿ
kPIZ
z˚k Ψk uk (2.8)
and of the semi-norm }z}Ψ –
axz, zyΨ. Then we denote by ℓ2Ψ the linear space of all square summa-
ble sequences defined on I`
Z
, i.e.,
ℓ2
Ψ
“ ℓ2
Ψ
pIZq – tz P CpI`Z q2n | }z}Ψ ă 8u. (2.9)
Identity (2.6) can be written as
`
zpλq, upνq
k˘
ˇˇˇt`1
s
“
tÿ
k“s
 
L
˚pzpλqqk ukpνq ´ z˚k pλqL pupνqqk
(
, (2.10)
where we use for any z, u P CpI`
Z
q2n and k P I`
Z
the notation
pz, uqk – z˚k J uk.
Moreover, under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 with λ “ 0 “ ν, m “ 1, s “ 0, and t “ N we get
from (2.6) and (2.8) that
pz, uqk
ˇˇˇN`1
0
“ xf, uyΨ ´ xz, gyΨ, (2.11)
where the left-hand side of (2.11) means limkÑ8pz, uqk ´ pz, uq0 if IZ “ r0,8qZ. Identity (2.11)
shows that the latter limit exists finite whenever z, u, f, g P ℓ2
Ψ
.
Remark 2.3. Similarly as in the continuous case, there exists a unitary map Q : CpI`
Z
q2n Ñ CpI`
Z
q2n
preserving the square summability with respect to Ψ and such that system (Sf
0
) can be written in
the canonical form, i.e., with S ” I . Indeed, let Φ denote the fundamental matrix of system (S00)
satisfying Φ0 “ I . Then, it is invertible for all k P I`Z with Φ´1k “ ´J Φ˚k J and this inverse provides
the canonical transformation, i.e., Q “ Φ´1 with Qpzqk – Φ´1k zk. Hence system (Sf0 ) is equivalent
with
´ J∆yk “ Ψ̂k gk, k P IZ, (2.12)
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where yk – Qpzqk, gk – Qpfqk, and Ψ̂k – Φ˚k Ψk Φk. One can easily verify that y P ℓ2Ψ̂ if and only
if z P ℓ2
Ψ
. System (2.12) can be seen as a discrete counterpart of the canonical linear Hamiltonian
differential system, i.e., nonhomogeneous system associated with (1.5), where Bptq ” 0; e.g. [26,
Subsection 2.2] and the references therein.
It is known that some Atkinson-type (or definiteness) condition is needed for the study of square
summable solutions of discrete symplectic systems, see [10, 37]. These conditions guarantee that
some (the “weak” condition) or all (the “strong” condition) nontrivial solutions zpλq of (Sλ) satisfy
}zpλq}Ψ ‰ 0. The precise distinguishing between the weak and strong formulation of the Atkinson-
type condition enables one to formulate some results of the Weyl–Titchmarsh theory for discrete sym-
plectic systems with coupled (or jointly varying) endpoints, see [35]. On the other hand, the strong
condition implies the equality between the number of linearly independent square summable solutions
of system (Sλ) and the deficiency index corresponding to the minimal linear relation associated with
(Sλ), see [10, Corollary 5.12]. Since this relation shall be necessary for our treatment, we need the
following hypothesis, see [10, Section 3].
Hypothesis 2.4 (Strong Atkinson condition). There exists a finite interval ID
Z
– ra, bsZ Ď IZ such
that for any λ P C every nontrivial solution zpλq P CpI`
Z
q2n of system (Sλ) satisfies
bÿ
k“a
z˚k pλqΨk zkpλq ą 0.
The positive semidefiniteness of Ψ and Hypothesis 2.4 imply that
0 ă
bÿ
k“a
z˚k pλqΨk zkpλq ď
ÿ
kPI˜Z
z˚k pλqΨk zkpλq (2.13)
for any discrete interval I˜Z such that IDZ Ď I˜Z Ď IZ.
Example 2.5.
(i) As demonstrated in [10, Example 3.4], the simplest example of system (Sλ) satisfying Hypoth-
esis 2.4 is represented by the scalar systemˆ
xkpλq
ukpλq
˙
“
ˆ
1 ´1{pk`1
´qk ` λwk 1` pqk ´ λwkq{pk`1
˙ˆ
xk`1pλq
uk`1pλq
˙
, k P IZ, (2.14)
where pk, qk, wk are real-valued and such that pk ‰ 0 on I`Z , qk is defined on IZ, wk ě 0 on IZ,
and wk ą 0 at least at two consecutive points of IZ. In this case Ψk “
`
wk 0
0 0
˘
. System (2.14)
includes the second order Sturm–Liouville difference equation
´∆rpk∆yk´1pλqs ` qk ykpλq “ λwk ykpλq, k P IZ, (2.15)
(put xk “ yk and uk “ pk∆yk´1). Note that a solution ypλq of the latter equation is defined on
the discrete interval t´1u Y I`
Z
.
(ii) System (2.14) is a particular case of system (Sλ) with the special linear dependence on λ, i.e.,
(Sλ), Sk “
ˆ
Ak Bk
Ck Dk
˙
, Vk “
ˆ
0 0
WkAk Wk Bk
˙
, k P IZ, (2.16)
where the n ˆ n blocks are such that Sk satisfies the first equality in (2.5) and Wk “ W˚k ě 0.
Then Hypothesis 2.1 holds with Ψk “
`
Wk 0
0 0
˘
, because the first equality in (2.5) equivalent with
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(suppressing the argument k P IZ)
A˚D ´ C˚B “ I “ AD˚ ´ B C˚ and A˚C, B˚D, AB˚, C D˚ are Hermitian. (2.17)
In addition, if there exists an index l P IZzt0u such that the matrices Bl´1,Wl´1,Wl are invert-
ible, then also Hypothesis 2.4 is satisfied, see [10, Theorem 3.11].
N
Remark 2.6. If qpλq denotes the number of linearly independent square summable solution of sys-
tem (Sλ) for λ P C, i.e.,
qpλq – dimQpλq, Qpλq – tz P ℓ2Ψ | zpλq solves (Sλ)u, (2.18)
then under Hypothesis 2.4 (even its “weak” form) we have n ď qpλq ď 2n for all λ P CzR, see [37,
Section 4] for more details. The geometrical background of this estimate leads to the classification
of system (Sλ) as being in the limit point case if qpλq “ n, and as being in the limit circle case if
qpλq “ 2n. Moreover, if there exists λ0 P C such that qpλ0q “ 2n, then qpλq ” 2n on C, whether
Hypothesis 2.4 is satisfied or not, see [37, Theorem 4.17] and compare with the results in [39]. The
latter statement is known as the invariance of the limit circle case and a sufficient condition for this
situation can be found in [37, Corollary 4.18]. Consequently, under Hypothesis 2.4 (even its weak
form) and with n “ 1, we obtain the generalization of the well-known Weyl alternative: either all
solutions of (Sλ) belong to ℓ2Ψ for any λ P CzR, or there exists only one nontrivial solution in ℓ2Ψ for
any λ P CzR (see [37, Corollary 4.19]). Sufficient conditions for the invariance of qpλq in the case
qpλ0q ă 2n remain open.
The classical limit point criterion for linear Hamiltonian differential and difference systems (1.4)
and (1.5) utilizes the minimal eigenvalue of the corresponding weight matrix. Unfortunately, similar
criterion cannot be applied in the current setting, because the weight matrix Ψk is always singular, see
also [37, Remark 4.16]. In the following theorem we give conditions guaranteeing the invariance of
the limit point case on CzR for system (Sλ) with the special linear dependence on λ as discussed in
Example 2.5(ii). This statement is a discrete analogue of [26, Theorem 5.6].
Theorem 2.7. Let IZ “ r0,8qZ and consider system (2.16) such that B˚k Ck ” 0, B˚k Dk ą 0, and
Wk ą 0 for all k P IZ. If there exists h P CpIZq1 such that hk ě h ą 0 and
A˚k Ck ě ´hkWk`1,
8ÿ
k“0
1
gk
?
hk
“ 8, (2.19)
where gk – max
 
1,
››W ´1{2k`1 pB˚k Dkq´1{2››2(, and a constant T ě 0 such that
∆
´ 1
hk
¯
gk ď T?
hk
, k P IZ, (2.20)
then system (Sλ) is in the limit point case for all λ P CzR, i.e., qpλq “ n for all λ P CzR.
Proof. The special structure of the coefficient matrices implies that system (Sλ) can be written as
xk “ Ak xk`1 ` Bk uk`1,
uk “ pCk ` λWkAkq xk`1 ` pBk ` λWk Bkquk`1 “ Ck xk`1 ` Bk uk`1 ` λWk xk,
with Ψk “
`
Wk 0
0 0
˘
. The invertibility of Bk and Wk for all k P IZ implies that Hypothesis 2.4 holds,
see [10, Theorem 3.11]. In accordance with [37, Theorem 4.4], and with qpλq defined in (2.18), we
have qpλq “ n if and only if Z˜kpλqβ R ℓ2Ψ for any β P Cnzt0u, where Z˜pλq is the 2n ˆ n solution
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of system (Sλ) determined by the initial condition Z˜0pλq “ ´Jα˚ with α P Cnˆ2n being such that
αα˚ “ I and αJα˚ “ 0. Moreover, it is sufficient to consider only λ “ ˘i, because the number
qpλq ě n is constant in C` and C´ by [10, Corollary 5.12]. Hence, let β P Cnzt0u and λ P t˘iu be
fixed. Let us denote zk – p xkuk q “ Z˜kpλq β with the n ˆ 1 components xk, uk and k P IZ. Note that
z˚
0
J z0 “ 0. We show that under the current assumptions we have z R ℓ2Ψ.
Let us assume that z P ℓ2
Ψ
. By a direct calculation, we obtain from the block structure of the system
and the identities in (2.17) that
∆px˚k ukq “ ´x˚k`1A˚k Ck xk`1 ´ x˚k`1C˚k Bk uk`1 ´ u˚k`1B˚k Ck xk`1 ´ u˚k`1B˚k Dk uk`1 ´ λ x˚kWk xk.
Since B˚k Dk ą 0 and hk ą 0, the quantity Fkpx, uq –
`řk
j“0
1
hj
u˚j`1 B
˚
j Dj uj`1
1˘{2 ě 0 is well-
defined. Then the latter equality and the assumption B˚k Ck ” 0 yield
F2k px, uq “ ´
kÿ
j“0
1
hj
x˚j`1A
˚
j Cj xj`1 ´ λ
kÿ
j“0
1
hj
x˚j Wj xj ´
kÿ
j“0
1
hj
∆px˚j ujq. (2.21)
From the Hermitian property and positive definiteness of Wk and B˚k Dk, the Cauchy–Schwarz in-
equality, inequality (2.1), and the definition of gk we obtain
|x˚k`1 uk`1| “ |pW1{2k`1 xk`1q˚W´1{2k`1 pB˚k Dkq´1{2 pB˚k Dkq1{2uk`1|
ď }W1{2k`1 xk`1}2 ˆ }W´1{2k`1 pB˚k Dkq´1{2 pB˚k Dkq1{2uk`1}2
ď }W1{2k`1 xk`1}2 ˆ }W´1{2k`1 pB˚k Dkq´1{2}2 ˆ }pB˚k Dkq1{2uk`1}2
ď gk }W1{2k`1 xk`1}2 ˆ }pB˚k Dkq1{2uk`1}2. (2.22)
Hence the latter inequality, assumption (2.20), the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, and the inequality of
arithmetic and geometric means
?
ab ď a`b
2
yield
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ kÿ
j“0
∆
´ 1
hj
¯
x˚j`1 uj`1
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď kÿ
j“0
∆
´ 1
hj
¯
|x˚j`1 uj`1| ď
kÿ
j“0
∆
´ 1
hj
¯
gj }W1{2j`1 xj`1}2 ˆ }pB˚j Djq1{2 uj`1}2
ď
kÿ
j“0
T }W1{2j`1 xj`1}2 ˆ h´1{2j }pB˚j Djq1{2 uj`1}2
ď
ˆ
T 2
kÿ
j“0
}W1{2j`1 xj`1}22
1˙{2
ˆ
ˆ kÿ
j“0
h´1j }pB˚j Djq1{2 uj`1}22
1˙{2
ď 1
2
ˆ
T 2
kÿ
j“0
}W1{2j`1 xj`1}22 `
kÿ
j“0
h´1j }pB˚j Djq1{2 uj`1}22
˙
ď 1
2
`
T 2 }z}2
Ψ
` F2k px, uq
˘
. (2.23)
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By using the summation by parts together with the inequalities hk ě h, (2.22), and (2.23) we getˇˇˇ
ˇRe
kÿ
j“0
1
hj
∆px˚j ujq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
kÿ
j“0
1
hj
∆px˚j ujq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď
ˇˇˇ
ˇ“x˚j uj{hj‰k`10 ´
kÿ
j“0
∆
´ 1
hj
¯
x˚j`1 uj`1
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď |x˚
0
u0{h0| ` |x˚k`1 uk`1{hk`1| `
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
kÿ
j“0
∆
´ 1
hj
˙
x˚j`1 uj`1
ˇˇˇ
ď T1 ` 1
h
gk }W1{2k`1 xk`1}2 ˆ }pB˚k Dkq1{2uk`1}2 `
`
T 2 }z}2
Ψ
` F2k px, uq
˘{2, (2.24)
where T1 – |x˚0 u0{h0|. Since Re
`
F2k px, uq
˘ “ ´řkj“0 1hj x˚j`1A˚j Cj xj`1´Re
´řk
j“0
1
hj
∆px˚j ujq
¯
and the inequality in (2.19) implies ´řkj“0 1hj x˚j`1A˚j Cj xj`1 ď řkj“0 x˚j`1Wj xj`1 ď }z}2Ψ, it fol-
lows from (2.21) and (2.24) that
1
2
kÿ
j“0
g´1j h
´1{2
j F
2
j px, uq ď T2
kÿ
j“0
g´1j h
´1{2
j `
1
h
kÿ
j“0
h
´1{2
j }W1{2j`1 xj`1}2 ˆ }pB˚j Djq1{2uj`1}2,
where T2 – T1 ` p1` T 2{2q }z}2Ψ. Then with the aid of the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality we have
Gk –
1
2
kÿ
j“0
g´1j h
´1{2
j rF2j px, uq ´ 2 T2s ď
1
h
ˆ kÿ
j“0
}W1{2j`1 xj`1}22
1˙{2
ˆ
ˆ kÿ
j“0
}pB˚j Djq1{2uj`1}22
1˙{2
ď 1
h
}z}ΨFkpx, uq. (2.25)
In the next part we show that F2k px, uq ď 2 T2 for all k P IZ. Assume that there exists an index m P IZ
such that F2mpx, uq ą 2 T2. Since F2k px, uq is nondecreasing, we have F2k px, uq ´ 2 T2 ą t for all
k P rm,8qZ, where t – F2mpx, uq ´ 2 T2. Also Gk is nondecreasing for all k P rm ´ 1,8qZ and for
all k P rm,8qZ we obtain from (2.25) and the equality F2k px, uq “ 2 gk h1{2k ∆Gk´1 ` 2 T2 that
h2 ´ 2 }z}2
Ψ
G´2k T2 ď 2G´2k }z}2Ψ gk h1{2k ∆Gk´1. (2.26)
In addition, Gk ě t2
řk
j“0 g
´1
j h
´1{2
j Ñ 8 for k Ñ 8 by the second part of (2.19). Now, let 0 ă
a ă 2h2 be arbitrary and l P rm,8qZ be such that Gl ě 2 }z}Ψ T 1{22 {
?
2h2 ´ a. Then we have
a{2 ď h2´ 2G´2k T2 }z}2Ψ for all k P rl,8qZ, which together with (2.26) yields for k P rl` 1,8qZ that
a
2
kÿ
j“l`1
1
gj h
1{2
j
ď
kÿ
j“l`1
1
gj h
1{2
j
ph2 ´ 2G´2j T2 }z}2Ψq ď
kÿ
j“l`1
2G´2j }z}2Ψ∆Gj´1
ď 2}z}2
Ψ
kÿ
j“l`1
∆Gj´1
Gj Gj´1
ď ´2}z}2
Ψ
kÿ
j“l`1
∆
ˆ
1
Gj´1
˙
ď 2 }z}2
Ψ
1
Gl
ă 8.
But it contradicts the second condition in (2.19) for k Ñ8. Thus F2k px, uq ď 2 T2 for all k P IZ, i.e.,
8ÿ
j“0
h´1j u
˚
j`1 B
˚
j Dj uj`1 ď 2 T2 ă 8. (2.27)
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Since system (Sλ) satisfies Hypothesis 2.4, there exists p P IZ such that
řp
j“0 z
˚
k Ψk zk “ T3 ą 0.
Hence the positive definiteness ofWk and the Lagrange identity in (2.6) yield
ˇˇ
z˚k`1 J zk`1
ˇˇ “ ˇˇˇz˚
0
J z0 ˘ 2i
kÿ
j“0
z˚j Ψj zj
ˇˇˇ
“ 2
ˇˇˇ kÿ
j“0
z˚j Ψj zj
ˇˇˇ
ě 2
ˇˇˇ pÿ
j“0
z˚j Ψj zj
ˇˇˇ
“ 2 T3, (2.28)
for any k ě p. Simultaneously, we get from (2.22) the estimateˇˇ
z˚k`1 J zk`1
ˇˇ ď 2 ˇˇx˚k`1 uk`1ˇˇ ď 2 gk h1{2k }W1{2k`1 xk`1}2 ˆ h´1{2j }pB˚k Dkq1{2uk`1}2. (2.29)
The inequalities (2.27), (2.28), (2.29), and the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality imply for k ě p that
kÿ
j“p
1
gj h
1{2
j
ď
kÿ
j“p
2ˇˇ
z˚j`1J zj`1
ˇˇ }W1{2k`1 xk`1}2 ˆ h´1{2j }pB˚k Dkq1{2uk`1}2
ď 1
T3
kÿ
j“p
}W1{2k`1 xk`1}2 ˆ h´1{2j }pB˚k Dkq1{2uk`1}2
ď 1
T3
ˆ kÿ
j“p
}W1{2k`1 xk`1}22
1˙{2
ˆ
ˆ kÿ
j“p
h´1j }pB˚k Dkq1{2uk`1}22
1˙{2
ď 1
T3
}z}Ψ
?
2T
1{2
2 ă 8,
which (again) contradicts the second condition in (2.19) for k Ñ 8. Hence z R ℓ2
Ψ
. Since β and λ
were chosen arbitrarily, it follows that Z˜pλq β R ℓ2
Ψ
for any β P Cnzt0u. Therefore, system (Sλ) is in
the limit point case for λ P t˘iu and consequently for all λ P CzR. 
Upon applying Theorem 2.7 to system (2.14) with qk ” 0 we obtain the following corollary for
a special case of the second order Sturm–Liouville difference equation (2.15), because one easily
observes that zpλq P ℓ2
Ψ
if and only if
ř8
k“0 |ykpλq|2wk ă 8, where zkpλq “
`
ykpλq, pk∆yk´1pλq J˘
and Ψk “
`
wk 0
0 0
˘
.
Corollary 2.8. Let IZ “ r0,8qZ and consider equation (2.15) with qk ” 0, pk ă 0 and wk ą 0 for all
k P IZ. If there exist hk P CpIZq1 and a constant T ě 0 such that hk ě h ą 0 and
8ÿ
k“0
1
gk
?
hk
“ 8, ∆
´ 1
hk
¯
gk ď T?
hk
, k P IZ, (2.30)
where gk – max
 
1,
` ´ pk`1
wk`1
1˘{2(
, then equation (2.15) is in the limit point case for any λ P CzR,
i.e., there exists only one nontrivial solution satisfyingř8k“0 |ykpλq|2wk ă 8.
It was shown in [24, Theorem 10], see also [40, Corollary 3.1], that equation (2.15) with pk ‰ 0
and wk ą 0 is in the limit point case for any λ P CzR if
ř8
k“0
pwk wk`1q
1{2
|pk`1|
“ 8. Corollary 2.8 partially
generalizes this classical limit-point criterion as shown in the following example.
Example 2.9. Let us consider the equation
(2.15), pk ” ´1, qk ” 0, wk “ 1{pk ` 1q2. (2.31)
Then the criterion from [24, Theorem 10] cannot be applied, because
8ÿ
k“0
`
wk wk`1
˘1{2
|pk`1| “
8ÿ
k“0
d
1
pk ` 1q2 pk ` 2q2 “ 1 ă 8.
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On the other hand, the assumptions of Corollary 2.8 are satisfied with hk ” 1, gk “ pk ` 2q, and
T “ 0, i.e., equation (2.31) is in the limit point case for all λ P CzR. This fact can also be verified
by using the Weyl alternative; e.g. [2, Theorem 5.6.1]. Indeed, equation (2.31) with λ “ 0 has two
linearly independent solutions yr1sk ” 1 and yr2sk “ k for k P t´1u Y IZ. Since only yr1s is square
summable with respect to wk, it follows from the Weyl alternative that equation (2.31) has to be in the
limit point case for all λ P CzR. N
In the following lemma we establish a basic result concerning the solvability of a boundary value
problem associated with (Sλ), which will be crucial in the proof of Lemma 3.1. It provides the sym-
plectic counterpart of the original Naimark’s result known as the “Patching lemma”, see [28, Lemma 2
in Section 17.3]. Analogous result for system (1.4) can be found in [31, Lemma 3.3].
Lemma 2.10. Let Hypothesis 2.4 be satisfied and a finite discrete interval I˜Z – rc, dsZ be given such
that ID
Z
Ď I˜Z Ď IZ. Then for any given α, β P C2n there exists f P CpI˜Zq2n such that the boundary
value problem
L pzqk “ Ψk fk, zc “ α, zd`1 “ β, k P I˜Z, (2.32)
has a solution z P CpI˜`
Z
q2n, where I˜`
Z
– rc, d` 1sZ.
Proof. Let A be a 2n ˆ 2n matrix with the elements aij –
řd
k“c ϕ
ris˚
k Ψk ϕ
rjs
k for i, j P t1, . . . , 2nu,
where ϕr1s, . . . , ϕr2ns P CpI`
Z
q2n are linearly independent solutions of system (S0), i.e., L pϕrisqk “ 0
for all k P IZ and i P t1, . . . , 2nu. Then the homogeneous system of algebraic equations Aξ “ 0,
where ξ “ pξ1, . . . , ξ2nqJ P C2n, is equivalent with
řd
k“c ϕ
˚
k Ψk ϕk “ 0, where ϕk –
ř
2n
i“1 ξi ϕ
ris
k .
Since ϕ also solves system (S0), it follows from Hypothesis 2.4 and inequality (2.13) that ϕ is a trivial
solution of (S0), i.e.,
ř
2n
i“1 ξi ϕ
ris
k ” 0, which implies that ξi “ 0 for all i P t1, . . . , 2nu. It yields the
invertibility of the matrix A.
Hence there exists a unique solution η “ pη1, . . . , η2nqJ P C2n of the nonhomogeneous system of
algebraic equations
η˚A “ β˚J Φd`1, (2.33)
where Φ – pϕr1s˚, . . . , ϕr2ns˚q˚ is a fundamental matrix of (S0). If we put hr1sk – Φk η for k P I˜Z, we
get from (2.33) for all i P t1, . . . , 2nu that
dÿ
k“c
h
r1s˚
k Ψk ϕ
ris
k “ β˚J ϕrisd`1. (2.34)
Simultaneously Hypothesis 2.1 guarantees the existence of a unique solution zr1s P CpI˜`
Z
q2n of the
nonhomogeneous initial value problem
L pzr1sqk “ Ψk hr1sk , zr1sc “ 0, k P I˜Z.
Then, for all i P t1, . . . , 2nu, the fact L pϕrisqk ” 0 and identity (2.10) yield
dÿ
k“c
h
r1s˚
k Ψk ϕ
ris
k “
dÿ
k“c
 
L
˚pzr1sqk ϕrisk ´ zr1s˚k L pϕrisqk
( “ pzr1s, ϕrisqk ˇˇd`1c “ pzr1s, ϕrisqd`1. (2.35)
Upon combining (2.34) and (2.35) we obtain zr1sd`1 “ β, which means that zr1s solves the boundary
value problem
L pzr1sqk “ Ψk hr1sk , zr1sc “ 0, zr1sd`1 “ β, k P I˜Z.
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Similarly, the nonhomogeneous system of algebraic equations ω˚A “ α˚J Φc has a unique solution
ω “ pω1, . . . , ω2nqJ P C2n. Then with hr2sk – Φk ω, k P I˜Z, we can calculate that zr2s P CpI˜`Z q2n,
being the unique solution of
L pzr2sqk “ ´Ψk hr2sk , zr2sd`1 “ 0, k P I˜Z,
also satisfies zr2sc “ α; i.e., it solves the boundary value problem
L pzr2sqk “ ´Ψk hr2sk , zr2sc “ α, zr2sd`1 “ 0, k P I˜Z.
Thus, zk – zr1sk ` zr2sk , k P I˜`Z , i.e., z P CpI˜`Z q2n, solves the boundary value problem (2.32) with
fk – h
r1s
k ´ hr2sk for k P I˜Z, i.e., f P CpI˜Zq2n. 
2.2. Linear relations. The theory of linear relations has been established as a suitable tool for the
study of multi-valued or non-densely defined linear operators in a Hilbert space. Its history goes back
to [1] and the results were further developed e.g. in [11,14,15,21]. In this subsection we recall the most
relevant results from the theory of linear relations. A (closed) linear relation T in a Hilbert space H
over C with the inner product x¨, ¨y is a (closed) linear subspace of the product space H 2 – H ˆH ,
i.e., the Hilbert space of all ordered pairs tz, f u such that z, f P H . By dom T , ker T , and T we
mean, respectively, the domain of T , i.e., dom T – tz P H | tz, f u P T u, the kernel of T , i.e.,
ker T – tz P H | tz, 0u P T u, and the closure of T . The sum T ` U and the algebraic sum T ` U
are defined as
T ` U –  tz, f ` gu | tz, f u P T , tz, gu P U(,
T ` U –
 tz ` y , f ` gu | tz, f u P T , ty , gu P U(.
The adjoint T ˚ of the linear relation T is the closed linear relation defined by
T ˚ –
 ty , gu P H 2 | xz, gy “ xf , yy for all tz, f u P T (.
A linear relation T is said to be symmetric (or Hermitian) if T Ď T ˚, and it is said to be self-adjoint
if T ˚ “ T . A symmetric linear relation T1 is said to be a self-adjoint extension of T if T Ď T1 and
T ˚1 “ T1. For λ P C we define
T ´ λI –  tz, f ´ λzu P H 2 | tz, f u P T (,
MλpT q – kerpT ˚ ´ λIq “ tz P H | tz, λzu P T ˚u.
The number dλpT q – dimMλpT q is called the deficiency index of T at λ and the subspace
MλpT q –
 tz, λzu P T ˚(
denotes the defect space. It is known that the value of dλpT q is constant in the upper and lower half
plane of C, i.e., for λ P C` and λ P C´. Hence we define the positive and negative deficiency indices
as d˘pT q :“ d˘ipT q. If T is a closed symmetric linear relation, then for every λ P CzR the following
direct sum decomposition (a generalization of the von Neumann formula)
T ˚ “ T `MλpT q `Mλ¯pT q (2.36)
holds, where the sum ` is orthogonal for λ “ ˘i; e.g. [26, Proposition 2.22]. Moreover, for a closed
symmetric linear relation T there is a self-adjoint extension if and only if d`pT q “ d´pT q, see [11,
Corollary, pg. 34].
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The main results concerning the characterization of all self-adjoint extensions of the minimal linear
relation associated with system (Sλ) are obtained by applying the Glazman–Krein–Naimark theory for
linear relations, which was established in [32].
A complex linear space S with a complex-valued function r : s : S ˆ S Ñ C is called pre-
symplectic if it possesses the conjugate bilinear and skew-Hermitian properties, i.e., for all P,Q,R P
S and α P C we have
rP : Q`Rs “ rP : Qs ` rP : Rs, rP `Q : Rs “ rP : Rs ` rQ : Rs,
rαP : Qs “ α rP : Qs, rP : αQs “ α¯ rP : Qs,
rP : Qs “ ´rQ : P s;
see [18] for more details. If we put S “ H 2 and
rtz, f u : tu, gus – xf , uy ´ xz, gy
for tz, f u, tu, gu P H 2, then S and r : s form the pre-symplectic space.
For a symmetric linear relation T Ď H 2 we have
rT : T s “ 0 “ rT : T ˚s, T “  tz, fu P T ˚ | rtz, fu : T ˚s “ 0(; (2.37)
see [32, Theorem 3.5]. If, in addition, the linear relation T is closed and d – d`pT q “ d´pT q, then
the set tβjudj“1 with βj P T ˚ for j P t1, . . . , du such that
(i) β1, . . . , βd are linearly independent in T ˚ modulo T ,
(ii) rβj : βis “ 0 for all i, j P t1, . . . , du,
is called GKN-set for the pair of linear relations pT , T ˚q. The following theorem provides the nec-
essary and sufficient conditions for a linear relation T1 Ď H 2 being a self-adjoint extension of T
(see [32, Theorem 4.7]).
Theorem 2.11. Let T Ď H 2 be a closed symmetric linear relation such that d`pT q “ d´pT q “ d.
A subspace T1 Ď H 2 is a self-adjoint extension of T if and only if there exists GKN-set tβjudj“1 for
pT , T ˚q such that
T1 “ tF P T ˚ | rF : βjs “ 0 for all j “ 1, . . . , du. (2.38)
A linear relation T is called semibounded below, if there exists a P R such that
xz, f y ě a xz, zy for all tz, f u P T . (2.39)
The number mpT q – supta P R | (2.39) holdsu is called the lower bound of T . If mpT q ą 0, the
linear relation T is said to be positive. Then, by analogy with the case of densely defined positive
symmetric operators (see [12, Theorem 5]), the smallest and largest self-adjoint extensions of a pos-
itive symmetric linear relation are respectively known as the Krein–von Neumann (or soft) extension
TK and the Friedrichs (or hard) extension TF . In particular, if T is closed and mpT q ą 0, then the
Krein–von Neumann extension admits the representation
TK “ T ` pker T ˚ ˆ t0uq (2.40)
(see [12, Corollary 1] and also [22]).
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3. MAIN RESULTS
Since the weight matrix Ψ is assumed to be only positive semidefinite in Hypothesis 2.1, the space
ℓ2
Ψ
is not a Hilbert space. Hence we need to consider the Hilbert space of equivalence classes. It is the
quotient space obtained by factoring out the kernel of the semi-norm }¨}Ψ, i.e., the space
ℓ˜2Ψ “ ℓ˜2ΨpIZq – ℓ2Ψ
L 
z P CpI`
Z
q2n | }z}Ψ “ 0
(
with the inner product xz˜, f˜yΨ – xz, fyΨ, where z and f are elements of the equivalence classes z˜,
f˜ P ℓ˜2
Ψ
. Note that the value }z˜}Ψ for z P CpI`Z q2n does not depend on zN`1 in the case of IZ being
a finite discrete interval, which implies that the sequences z, y P CpI`
Z
q2n such that zk ‰ yk only for
k “ N ` 1, belong to the same equivalence class. We also introduce the space ℓ2
Ψ,0 as
ℓ2
Ψ,0 –
# 
z P C0pI`Z q2n | z0 “ 0
(
if N “ 8, 
z P C0pI`Z q2n | z0 “ 0, zN`1 “ 0
(
if N P NY t0u.
Moreover, the corresponding function r : s : ℓ˜2ˆ2
Ψ
ˆ ℓ˜2ˆ2
Ψ
Ñ C for the pre-symplectic space associated
with ℓ˜2ˆ2
Ψ
– ℓ˜2
Ψ
ˆ ℓ˜2
Ψ
is given by
rtz˜, f˜u : tw˜, g˜us – xf˜, w˜yΨ ´ xz˜, g˜yΨ.
Linear relations associated with system (Sλ) were introduced and studied in [10, Section 5]. The
maximal linear relation in ℓ˜2ˆ2
Ψ
is defined as
Tmax –
 tz˜, f˜u P ℓ˜2ˆ2
Ψ
| there exists u P z˜ such that L puqk “ Ψk fk for all k P IZ
(
.
Observe that the above definition does not depend on the particular choice of f P f˜ . Moreover,
Hypothesis 2.4 is satisfied if and only if for any tz˜, f˜u P Tmax there exists unique u P z˜ such that
L puqk “ Ψk fk for all k P IZ, see [10, Theorem 5.2]. Henceforth, this unique element shall be
denoted as zˆ. Then identity (2.11) yields for any tz˜, f˜u, tw˜, g˜u P Tmax that
rtz˜, f˜u : tw˜, g˜us “ xf, wˆyΨ ´ xzˆ, gyΨ “ pzˆ, wˆqk
ˇˇN`1
0
, (3.1)
where f P f˜ and g P g˜ are arbitrary representatives. Thus, under Hypothesis 2.4, we obtain from
Lemma 2.10 the following statement, compare with [31, Remark 3.2] and [33, Lemma 3.3].
Lemma 3.1. Let Hypothesis 2.4 be satisfied. Then for any pairs tz˜, f˜u, tw˜, g˜u P Tmax there exists
ty˜, h˜u P Tmax such that
yˆk “
#
zˆk, k P r0, csZ X IZ,
wˆk, k P rd` 1,8qZ X I`Z ,
where c P r0, asZ X IZ, d P rb,8qZ X I`Z with a, b determining the interval IDZ in Hypothesis 2.4.
In particular, for i P t1, . . . , 2nu there exists tz˜ris, f˜ risu P Tmax such that zˆris0 “ ei and zˆrisk “ 0 for
k P rd ` 1,8qZ X I`Z , where ei “ p0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0qJ P C2n is the i-th canonical unit vector. If, in
addition, N P N Y t0u, i.e., IZ is a finite discrete interval, then there exists ty˜ris, h˜u P Tmax such that
yˆ
ris
N`1 “ ei and yˆrisk “ 0 for k P r0, csZ X IZ.
Proof. Let I˜Z be a finite discrete interval as in Lemma 2.10, the pairs tz˜, f˜u, tw˜, g˜u P Tmax be arbitrary,
and define α – zˆc, β – wˆd`1. Then, by the latter lemma there exist sequences l P CpI˜Zq2n and
v P CpI˜`
Z
q2n such that
L pvqk “ Ψk lk, vc “ α, vd`1 “ β, k P I˜Z.
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Putting
yk –
$’&
’%
zˆk, k P r0, csZ X IZ,
vk, k P rc` 1, dsZ X IZ,
wˆk, k P rd` 1,8qZ X I`Z
hk –
$’&
’%
fk, k P r0, c´ 1sZ X IZ,
lk, k P rc, dsZ X IZ,
gk, k P rd` 1,8qZ X IZ,
it can be verified by a direct calculation that y, g P ℓ2
Ψ
and that they satisfy L pyqk “ Ψk hk for
k P IZ, i.e., ty˜, h˜u P Tmax with yˆk ” yk. The second part of the statement follows directly from
Lemma 2.10. 
The minimal linear relation is defined as Tmin – T0, where T0 is the pre-minimal linear relation
T0 –
 tz˜, f˜u P ℓ˜2ˆ2
Ψ
| there exists u P z˜ X ℓ2
Ψ,0 such that L puqk “ Ψk fk for all k P IZ
(
.
It was shown in [10, Theorem 5.10] that
T ˚
0
“ T ˚
min
“ Tmax, (3.2)
which implies that Tmin is a closed and symmetric linear relation. Moreover, the following theorem
provides a more explicit characterization of Tmin; cf. [31, Theorem 3.2].
Theorem 3.2. Let Hypothesis 2.4 be satisfied. Then,
Tmin “
 tz˜, f˜u P Tmax | zˆ0 “ 0 “ pzˆ, wˆqN`1 for all w˜ P domTmax(, (3.3)
which in the case of IZ being a finite discrete interval reduces to
Tmin “
 tz˜, f˜u P Tmax | zˆ0 “ 0 “ zˆN`1(. (3.4)
Proof. Since Tmin “ pTminq by the definition, identities (2.37), (3.1), and (3.2) yield
Tmin “
 tz˜, f˜u P Tmax | pzˆ, wˆqk ˇˇN`10 “ 0 for all wˆ P domTmax(. (3.5)
Let T be the linear relation on the right-hand side of (3.3). Then, it is obvious that T Ď Tmin. On
the other hand, let tz˜, f˜u P Tmin be fixed. Then, pzˆ, wˆqk
ˇˇN`1
0
“ 0 for all wˆ P domTmax by (3.5). By
Lemma 3.1, for any tw˜, g˜u P Tmax there exists ty˜, h˜u P Tmax such that yˆk “ 0 for k P r0, csZ X IZ and
yˆk “ wˆk for k P rd ` 1,8qZ X I`Z . Hence pzˆ, wˆq0 “ pzˆ, wˆqN`1 “ 0 for all wˆ P domTmax. From the
second part of Lemma 3.1 we get zˆ0 “ 0, because there exists tz˜ris, f˜ risu P Tmax such that zˆris0 “ ei.
Therefore, T “ Tmin. If, in addition, IZ is a finite discrete interval, i.e., N P N, then domTmax
contains also y˜ such that yˆN`1 “ eris, i P t1, . . . , 2nu, by the last part of Lemma 3.1. Hence equality
(3.4) holds. 
By [10, Corollary 5.12], Hypothesis 2.4 is equivalent with the equality qpλq “ dλpTminq, which
means that the number of the linearly independent square summable solutions of (Sλ) is constant in
C` and C´. Therefore the numbers q` – qpλq for λ P C` and q´ – qpλq for λ P C´ are well-defined
for qpλq given in (2.18). Let λ0 P C` be fixed. Then system (Sλ0) has q` linearly independent square
summable solutions, which we denote as vr1spλ0q, . . . , vrq`spλ0q, and similarly system (Sλ¯0) has q´
linearly independent square summable solutions, which we denote as wr1spλ¯0q, . . . , wrq´spλ¯0q. Let
ϕ
ris
k – v
ris
k pλ0q, ϕrj`q`sk – wrjsk pλ¯0q, i “ 1, . . . , q`, j “ 1, . . . , q´, k P I`Z , (3.6)
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and Φk – pΦ`k ,Φ´k q P CpI`Z q2nˆp, where Φ`k – pϕr1sk , . . . , ϕrq`sk q and Φ´k – pϕr1`q`sk , . . . , ϕrpsk q with
2n ď p – q``q´ ď 4n. Then for i P t1, . . . , q`u and j P tq``1, . . . , puwe have tϕ˜ris, λ0 ϕ˜risu P Tmax
and tϕ˜rjs, λ¯0 ϕ˜rjsu P Tmax with ϕˆrls ” ϕrls for l “ 1, . . . , p. We also define the matrix
Ω “
ˆ
Ωr1,1s Ωr1,2s
Ωr2,1s Ωr2,2s
˙
–
¨
˚˝pϕr1s, ϕr1sqN`1 . . . pϕr1s, ϕrpsqN`1.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
pϕrps, ϕr1sqN`1 . . . pϕrps, ϕrpsqN`1
˛
‹‚P Cpˆp, (3.7)
where Ωr1,2s P Cq`ˆq´. Note that the elements ωij – pϕris, ϕrjsqN`1 exist finite for all i, j “ 1, . . . , p
by identity (2.11). Moreover, from (2.7) one easily concludes that the matrix Ωr1,2s consists of the
elements pϕris, ϕrjsqN`1 “ pϕris, ϕrjsq0 for i P t1, . . . , q`u and j P tq` ` 1, . . . , pu.
Upon combining (3.2) and (2.36) we get that any tz˜, f˜u P Tmax can be written as
zˆk “ yˆk `
pÿ
j“1
ξjϕ
rjs
k , k P I`Z , (3.8)
where yˆ P domTmin and ξ1, . . . , ξp P C are determined uniquely. Especially, for tz˜ris, f˜ risu P Tmax
(see Lemma 3.1), we get the unique expression
zˆ
ris
k “ yˆrisk `
pÿ
j“1
ξi,jϕ
rjs
k , k P I`Z , i “ 1, . . . , 2n. (3.9)
If we put Zk – pzˆr1sk , . . . , zˆr2nsk q for k P I`Z , then identity (3.9) implies
Zk “ Yk ` Φk ΞJ, (3.10)
where Yk – pyˆr1sk , . . . , yˆr2nsk q P CpI`Z q2nˆ2n and the matrix Ξ P C2nˆp consists of the elements ξi,j .
In particular, for k “ 0 we obtain I “ Y0 ` Φ0 ΞJ, which together with (3.3) yields I “ Φ0 ΞJ, i.e.,
rankΞ “ 2n by the second inequality in (2.2). From the definition of zˆris, its expression in (3.9), and
identity (3.3) we have
0 “ pzˆris, ϕrlsqN`1 “ pyˆris, ϕrlsqN`1 `
pÿ
j“1
ξi,j pϕrjs, ϕrlsqN`1 “
pÿ
j“1
ξi,j pϕrjs, ϕrlsqN`1
for all i P t1, . . . , 2nu and any l P t1, . . . , pu, i.e., ΞΩ “ 0. Since rankΞ “ 2n, the first inequality in
(2.2) implies
rankΩ ď p´ 2n.
On the other hand, the equality Ωr1,2s “ Φ`˚
0
J Φ´
0
and the first inequality in (2.2) yield
rankΩr1,2s ě p´ 2n.
Therefore, rankΩ “ p ´ 2n “ rankΩr1,2s. Since p ´ 2n ď q` and p ´ 2n ď q´, we may assume,
without loss of generality, that ϕr1s, . . . , ϕrq`s are arranged such that
rankΩ
r1,2s
p´2n, q´ “ p´ 2n. (3.11)
The main result concerning the characterization of all self-adjoint extension of Tmin is stated in
the following theorem and its proof is given in Section 4; cf. [31, Theorem 5.7]. Recall that for the
existence of a self-adjoint extension it is essential to assume q` “ q´.
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Theorem 3.3. Let Hypothesis 2.4 be satisfied, equality q` “ q´ — q hold and assume that the
solutions ϕr1s, . . . , ϕrqs are arranged such that (3.11) holds. Then a linear relation T Ď ℓ˜2ˆ2
Ψ
is a self-
adjoint extension of Tmin if and only if there exist matrices M P Cqˆ2n and L P Cqˆp2q´2nq such
that
rankpM,Lq “ q, MJM˚ ´ LΩ2q´2n L˚ “ 0, (3.12)
and
T “
#
tz˜, f˜u P Tmax |Mzˆ0 ´ L
˜
pϕr1s,zˆqN`1
.
.
.
pϕr2q´2ns ,zˆqN`1
¸
“ 0
+
. (3.13)
Remark 3.4. If, in addition to the assumptions of Theorem 3.3, there exists ν P R such that (Sν) has
q linearly independent square summable solutions (suppressing the argument ν) Θr1s, . . . ,Θrqs, then
the statement of Theorem 3.3 can be formulated by using these solutions, which are (without loss of
generality) arranged such that the submatrix Υ2q´2n has the full rank, where
Υ –
¨
˚˝pΘr1s,Θr1sqN`1 . . . pΘr1s,ΘrqsqN`1.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
pΘrqs,Θr1sqN`1 . . . pΘrqs,ΘrqsqN`1
˛
‹‚,
see Lemma 4.3. Moreover, the Wronskian-type identity (2.7) yields that Υ “ Θ˚
0
J Θ0, where Θk –
pΘr1sk , . . . ,Θrqsk q for k P I`Z .
In the next part we discuss several special cases of Theorem 3.3. If system (Sλ) is in the limit point
case for all λ P CzR, i.e., q` “ q´ “ n, then the boundary conditions at N ` 1 (which is necessary
equal to 8) are superfluous as stated in the following corollary; cf. [31, Theorem 5.9]. This situation
occurs, e.g., when the assumptions of Theorem 2.7 are satisfied. The proof follows directly from
Theorem 3.3.
Corollary 3.5. Let Hypothesis 2.4 be satisfied and q` “ q´ “ n hold. Then a linear relation T Ď ℓ˜2ˆ2Ψ
is a self-adjoint extension of Tmin if and only if there exists a matrix M P Cnˆ2n such that
rankM “ n, MJM˚ “ 0,
and
T “  tz˜, f˜u P Tmax |Mzˆ0 “ 0(.
If there exists λ0 P C with the property qpλ0q “ 2n, then system (Sλ) is in the limit circle case
for all λ P C, i.e., q` “ q´ “ 2n, see Remark 2.6. Hence for any ν P R there exist solutions
(suppressing the argument ν) Θr1s, . . . ,Θr2ns of system (Sν), which are linearly independent, square
summable, and the fundamental matrix Θk satisfies Θ0 “ I , which implies Υ “ J , i.e., rankΥ “ 2n,
see Remark 3.4. Upon combining the latter remark and Theorem 3.3 we obtain the following result;
cf. [31, Theorem 5.10].
Corollary 3.6. Let Hypothesis 2.4 be satisfied, assume that there exists a number λ0 P C such that
qpλ0q “ 2n, and ν P R be fixed. Let Θk be the fundamental matrix of system (Sν) satisfying Θ0 “ I
and denote its columns by Θr1s, . . . ,Θr2ns, i.e., Θk “ pΘr1sk , . . . ,Θr2nsk q. Then a linear relation T Ď
ℓ˜2ˆ2
Ψ
is a self-adjoint extension of Tmin if and only if there exist matrices M,L P C2nˆ2n such that
rankpM,Lq “ 2n, MJM˚ ´ LJ L˚ “ 0, (3.14)
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and
T “
#
tz˜, f˜u P Tmax |Mzˆ0 ´ L
˜
pΘr1s,zˆqN`1
.
.
.
pΘr2ns,zˆqN`1
¸
“ 0
+
. (3.15)
Especially, if IZ is a finite discrete interval, then the equality qpλq “ 2n is trivially satisfied for any
λ P C. Therefore we get from Corollary 3.6 yet one more special case of Theorem 3.3.
Corollary 3.7. Let IZ be a finite discrete interval and Hypothesis 2.4 be satisfied. Then a linear
relation T Ď ℓ˜2ˆ2
Ψ
is a self-adjoint extension of Tmin if and only if there exist matrices M,L P C2nˆ2n
such that
rankpM,Lq “ 2n, MJ M˚ ´ LJ L˚ “ 0, (3.16)
and
T “ TM,L –
 tz˜, f˜u P Tmax |Mzˆ0 ´ L zˆN`1 “ 0(. (3.17)
Proof. By Corollary 3.6 every self-adjoint extension of Tmin can be expressed as in (3.15) with matri-
ces M,L P C2nˆ2n satisfying (3.14). If we put L˜ – LΦ˚N`1 J P C2nˆ2n, then M, L˜ satisfies (3.16)
and the linear relation in (3.15) can be written as TM,L˜. 
One can easily observe that a linear relation TM,L, i.e., the linear relation given by (3.17) with
M,L P C2nˆ2n satisfying (3.16), is the same as a linear relation TM,L, where M – CM and
L – CL for an arbitrary invertible matrix C P C2nˆ2n. We show that the converse is also true
(see Remark 3.12(i)). Moreover, it is well known that all self-adjoint extensions of operators associ-
ated with the regular second order Sturm–Liouville differential equations can be expressed by using
the separated or coupled boundary conditions; e.g. [8]. In the last part of this section we show sim-
ilar results for scalar symplectic systems on a finite interval, i.e., n “ 1 and N P N, and provide a
unique representation of all self-adjoint extensions of Tmin. The main assumptions for this treatment
are summarized in the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis 3.8. The discrete interval IZ is finite, i.e., there exists N P N such that IZ “ r0, NsZ, we
have n “ 1, Hypothesis 2.4 is satisfied, and the matrices M,L P C2ˆ2 are such that (3.16) holds.
In this case, identity (3.16) implies either that rankM “ rankL “ 2, or that rankM “ rankL “ 1,
which together yield the following dichotomy on the boundary conditions in (3.17).
Theorem 3.9. Let Hypothesis 3.8 be satisfied. Then, the following hold.
(i) A linear relation TM,L given through M,L P C2ˆ2 with rankM “ 1 “ rankL is a self-adjoint
extension of Tmin if and only if TM,L “ TP,Q –
 tz˜, f˜u P Tmax | P zˆ0 “ 0 “ Q zˆN`1(, where
P “
ˆ
cosα0 sinα0
0 0
˙
, Q “
ˆ
0 0
´ sinαN`1 cosαN`1
˙
, (3.18)
for a unique pair α0, αN`1 P r0, πq.
(ii) A linear relation TM,L given through M,L P C2ˆ2 with rankM “ 2 “ rankL is a self-adjoint
extension of Tmin if and only if TM,L “ TR,β –
 tz˜, f˜u P Tmax | eiβR zˆ0 “ zˆN`1( with a unique
β P r0, πq and a symplectic matrix R P R2ˆ2.
Proof. Since the pairs of matrices P,Q and eiβR, I satisfy (3.16), Corollary 3.7 implies that the linear
relations TP,Q and TR,β are self-adjoint extensions of Tmin.
(i) Let TM,L be a linear relation given through M,L P C2ˆ2 satisfying (3.16) and with rankM “
1 “ rankL. Since by (2.4) we have dimrRpMq X RpLqs “ 0, it follows that Mξ “ Lη for some
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ξ, η P C2 if and only if Mξ “ 0 “ Lη. Therefore, the boundary conditions in (3.17) can be expressed
as Mzˆ0 “ 0 “ LzˆN`1. The rank condition implies that M “ abJ and L “ cdJ for some vectors
a, b, c, d P C2zt0u. Then the equality MJM˚ “ 0 “ LJL˚ does not depend on the vectors a, c and
it is equivalent with bJJ b “ 0 “ dJJ d, which implies that b and d are (scalar) complex multiples
of vectors from R2. Therefore, without loss of generality, a, c may be chosen such that M,L can be
written in the form as in (3.18) for some α0, αN`1 P r0, πq. The uniqueness follows from the fact that
cotanα “ cotan β with α, β P p0, πq if and only if α “ β.
(ii) Finally, let TM,L be a linear relation given through M,L P C2ˆ2 satisfying (3.16) and with
rankM “ 2 “ rankL. Then the boundary conditions in (3.17) can be written as zˆN`1 “ Kzˆ0, where
K – L´1M . Upon applying the second equality in (3.16) we obtain that the matrix K is conjugate
symplectic, i.e., KJK˚ “ J . Therefore, K´1 “ ´JK˚J and |detK| “ 1, i.e., detK “ eiδ for
some δ P r0, 2πq, which implies K´1 “ e´iδ adjpKq “ ´eiδJKJJ , i.e., K˚J “ K “ eiδK. If we
put R – e´iδ{2K, i.e., K “ eiδ{2R, then R “ R and detR “ 1, i.e., R P R2ˆ2 is a symplectic matrix.
Uniqueness can be verified by a direct calculation. 
As an illustration of the last theorem we provide a description of the Krein–von Neumann extension
of the minimal linear relation Tmin under Hypothesis 3.8.
Example 3.10. Assume that system (Sλ) is such that Hypothesis 3.8 holds and that the minimal linear
relation Tmin is positive, i.e., there exists c ą 0 such that xz˜, f˜yΨ ě c }z˜}Ψ for all tz˜, f˜u P Tmin. Then
the Krein–von Neumann self-adjoint extension extension of Tmin admits the representation given in
(2.40), i.e.,
TK “ Tmin ` pker Tmax ˆ t0uq.
We show that TK can be also expressed as in the second part of Theorem 3.9 with a suitable matrix R
and a number β P r0, 2πq. By definition,
ker Tmax “ tz˜ P ℓ2Ψ | tz˜, 0˜u P Tmaxu,
i.e., zˆ solves (S0), i.e., L pzˆqk “ 0 on r0, NsZ. Because all solutions of (S0) are square summable in
this case, Hypothesis 2.4 implies that dimker Tmax “ 2. If z˜ P domTK , then there exist y˜ P domTmin
and w˜ P ker Tmax such that z˜ “ y˜ ` w˜ or
zˆk “ yˆk ` wˆk for all k P r0, N ` 1sZ, (3.19)
where zˆ P z˜, yˆ P y˜, and wˆ P w˜ are the uniquely determined elements. Moreover, yˆ0 “ 0 “ yˆN`1 by
(3.4) and wˆk “ αr1swˆr1sk `αr2swˆr2sk for all k P r0, N`1sZ, where wˆr1s and wˆr2s form a basis of ker Tmax.
Let us define the matrix G “ p a bc d q – pS0 ˆ S1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ SN q´1 P C2ˆ2. Then one easily concludes
that the matrix G is symplectic and every solution z P Cpr0, N ` 1sZq2 of system (S0) satisfies
zN`1 “ Gz0. (3.20)
In the following construction we consider two cases: either b ‰ 0 or b “ 0.
First, assume that b ‰ 0. Then there exist two solutions of system (S0) such that
wˆ
r1s
0 “
ˆ
0
1{b
˙
, wˆ
r2s
0 “
ˆ
1
´a{b
˙
.
These solutions are obviously linearly independent and by (3.20) we have
wˆ
r1s
N`1 “
ˆ
1
a{b
˙
, wˆ
r2s
N`1 “
ˆ
0
c ´ da{b
˙
.
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If we take these two solutions as a basis of ker Tmax, then (3.19) yields
zˆk “ yˆk ` αr1swˆr1sk ` αr2swˆr2sk for all k P r0, N ` 1sZ.
Upon evaluating zˆk at k “ 0 and k “ N ` 1 we obtain
zˆ0 “
ˆ
αr2s
αr1s{b´ αr2sa{b
˙
, zˆN`1 “
ˆ
αr1s
αr1sd{b` αr2sc´ αr2sda{b
˙
,
which for zˆk “
`
xˆk
uˆk
˘
implies αr1s “ xˆN`1 and αr2s “ xˆ0. Therefore,ˆ
xˆN`1
xˆN`1 d{b` xˆ0 c´ xˆ0 da{b
˙
“ zˆN`1 “ G zˆ0 “ G
ˆ
xˆ0
xˆN`1{b´ xˆ0 a{b
˙
.
It means that zˆ P domTR,β , where β P r0, πq is such that eiβ “
?
ad´ bc, and R “ e´iβ G, i.e.,
TK Ď TR,β. On the other hand, TK and TR,β are self-adjoint extensions of Tmin, thus TK “ TR,β .
Especially, if the coefficients a, b, c, d are real, then TR,β “ TG,0.
If b “ 0, then G “ p a 0c d q with |ad| “ 1, i.e., d ‰ 0. In this case we proceed in the same way with
the basis of ker Tmax given by the solutions w˜r1s and w˜r2s of (S0) such that
wˆ
r1s
0 “
ˆ
0
1{d
˙
, wˆ
r2s
0 “
ˆ
1
´c{d
˙
.
Then
´
xˆ0 a
uˆN`1
¯
“ zˆN`1 “ G zˆ0 “ G
´
xˆ0
uˆN`1{d´xˆ0 c{d
¯
. This shows (again) that TK “ TR,β with β P
r0, πq being such that eiβ “ ?ad, and R “ e´iβ G.
In particular, let Sk “
`
1 ´bk
0 1
˘
and Ψk “
`
wk 0
0 0
˘
with bk ą 0 and wk ą 0 on r0, NsZ. This system
satisfies Hypothesis 2.4 and corresponds to the second order Sturm–Liouville difference equation
´∆rpk∆yk´1pλqs “ λwk ykpλq with bk “ 1{pk`1 (see Example 2.5(i)). Then G “
´
1
řN
k“0 bk
0 1
¯
and
by the previous part we have
TK “
!
tz˜, f˜u P Tmax | zˆ “ p xˆuˆ q P Cpr0, N ` 1sZq2, uˆ0 “ uˆN`1 “
´ Nÿ
k“0
bk
¯´ 1
ˆ pxˆN`1 ´ xˆ0q
)
. N
The boundary conditions in Theorem 3.9 include four particular cases. Namely, for α0 “ 0 and
αN`1 “ π{2 we get the Dirichlet boundary conditions xˆ0 “ 0 “ xˆN`1, while for α0 “ π{2 and
αN`1 “ 0 we have the Neumann boundary conditions uˆ0 “ 0 “ uˆN`1, where zˆk “
`
xˆk
uˆk
˘
. The choice
R “ I and β “ 0 yields the periodic boundary conditions zˆ0 “ zˆN`1 and the choice R “ I and β “ π
leads to the antiperiodic boundary conditions zˆ0 “ ´zˆN`1.
In the first part of the following theorem we show that any self-adjoint extension of Tmin can be
described by using the matrices determining the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions. For
convenience, we introduce the general boundary trace map γM,L : CpI`Z q2 Ñ C2 as
γM,Lpzˆq – Mzˆ0 ´ LzˆN`1,
see also [8]. Then TM,L “
 tz˜, f˜u P Tmax | γM,Lpzˆq “ 0(. Especially, for P,Q given in (3.18)
we denote γx – γP,Q for α0 “ 0, αN`1 “ π{2, i.e., γxpzˆq “ 0 abbreviates the Dirichlet boundary
conditions, and similarly γu – γP,Q for α0 “ π{2, αN`1 “ 0, i.e., γupzˆq “ 0 abbreviates the
Neumann boundary conditions. In the second part of this theorem we derive yet another equivalent
representation of TM,L, which possesses the uniqueness property.
Theorem 3.11. Let Hypothesis 3.8 be satisfied. Then the following hold.
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(i) A linear relation T is a self-adjoint extension of Tmin if and only if there exist matrices F,G P
C2ˆ2 such that
rankpF,Gq “ 2, FG˚ “ GF ˚ (3.21)
and
T “ TF,G –
 tz˜, f˜u P Tmax | F γxpzˆq `Gγupzˆq “ 0(. (3.22)
(ii) We have TF,G “ TF,G, where F,G satisfy (3.21), if and only if F “ CF and G “ CG for some
invertible matrix C P C2ˆ2.
(iii) A linear relation T is a self-adjoint extension of Tmin if and only if there exists a unitary matrix
V P C2ˆ2 such that
T “ TV –
 tz˜, f˜u P Tmax | ipV ´ Iq γxpzˆq “ pV ` Iq γupzˆq(. (3.23)
(iv) We have TV “ TV, where V P C2ˆ2 is a unitary matrix, if and only if V “ V .
Proof. (i) Let T be given by (3.22) with F,G P C2ˆ2 satisfying (3.21). If we put M – FP0 ` GPpi{2
and L – FQpi{2 ` GQ0, where Pω and Qω are the matrices corresponding to P,Q defined in (3.18)
with ω P t0, π{2u. Then MJM˚ ´ LJL˚ “ FG˚ ´ GF ˚ “ 0 and rankpF,Gq “ 2 is equivalent
with rankpM,Lq “ 2. Hence M,L satisfy (3.16). Moreover, for the left-hand side of the boundary
conditions in (3.22) we have F γxpzˆq ` Gγupzˆq “ γM,Lpzˆq. Therefore tz˜, f˜u P TM,L if and only if
tz˜, f˜u P TF,G, i.e., TF,G is a self-adjoint extension of Tmin by Corollary 3.7. On the other hand, let
T be a self-adjoint extension of Tmin, i.e., T “ TM,L with M,L P C2ˆ2 satisfying (3.16). If we put
F – MP0 ´ LPpi{2 and G – LQ0 ´MQpi{2, then the conditions in (3.21) hold and γM,Lpzˆq can be
written as in (3.22).
(ii) Sufficiency is clear. Assume that TF,G “ TF,G for two pairs of matrices F,G and F,G satisfying
(3.21). Then, by (3.22), we have for any tz˜, f˜u P Tmax that F γxpzˆq ` Gγupzˆq “ 0 if and only if
F γxpzˆq ` G γupzˆq “ 0. It means that zˆ0, zˆN`1 solve simultaneously the both systems of algebraic
equations with the coefficient matrices F,G and F,G. It means that these systems are equivalent,
which implies an existence of an invertible matrix C P C2ˆ2 such that F “ CF and G “ CG.
(iii) Let T be given by (3.23) with a unitary matrix V P C2ˆ2. If we put F – i
2
pI ´ V q and
G – 1
2
pI ` V q. Then FG˚ “ GF ˚ and, by (2.3), rankpF,Gq “ 2, i.e., F,G satisfy (3.21). Since the
boundary conditions in (3.23) are equivalent with the boundary conditions in (3.22) with F,G defined
above, i.e., tz˜, f˜u P TF,G if and only if tz˜, f˜u P TV , it follows from the previous part that the linear
relation TV is a self-adjoint extension of Tmin. On the other hand, let T be a self-adjoint extension of
Tmin. Then, by the part (i), we have T “ TF,G with F,G P C2ˆ2 satisfying (3.21). Since by (2.3)
and (3.21) we have rankpF ` iGq “ 2, the matrix V – pF ` iGq´1piG ´ F q is well-defined. One
can directly verify that V is a unitary matrix and the boundary conditions F γxpzˆq ` Gγupzˆq “ 0 are
satisfied if and only if ipV ´ Iq γxpzˆq ´ pV ` Iq γupzˆq “ 0, i.e., TF,G “ TV .
(iv) If V “ V, then TV “ TV. On the other hand, assume that TV “ TV for two unitary matrices
V,V P C2ˆ2. Then TF,G “ TV “ TV “ TF,G with F,G and F,G being given as in the previous part.
Then V “ pF ` iGq´1piG ´ F q and V “ pF ` iGq´1piG ´ Fq and by the part (ii) there exists an
invertible matrix C P C2ˆ2 such that F “ CF and G “ CG. Upon combining these facts we obtain
V “ V. 
Remark 3.12.
(i) As a consequence of Theorem 3.9(i)-(ii) we obtain that TM,L “ TM,L if and only if M “ CM
and L “ CL for some invertible matrix C P C2ˆ2.
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(ii) The statement of Theorem 3.9(iii)-(iv) shows that the map from the set of all 2 ˆ 2 unitary
matrices to the set of all self-adjoint extensions expressed as in (3.23) is a bijection.
4. PROOF OF MAIN RESULT
In this section, a proof is given for Theorem 3.3 which utilizes several arguments from the linear
algebra and whose main idea goes back to [43]. It is based on a construction of a suitable GKN-set
(see Theorem 2.11), and on a more convenient expression than that given in (3.8) for elements in
domTmax. Similar results for system (1.4) can be found in [31, Section 4].
Lemma 4.1. Let Hypothesis 2.4 be satisfied, tz˜, f˜u P Tmax arbitrary, and ϕr1s, . . . , ϕrq`s be arranged
such that (3.11) holds. Then the element zˆ can be uniquely expressed as
zˆk “ yˆk `
2nÿ
i“1
ηi zˆ
ris
k `
p´2nÿ
j“1
ζj ϕ
rjs
k , k P I`Z , (4.1)
where yˆ P domTmin, zˆr1s, . . . , zˆr2ns are specified in Lemma 3.1, and ηi, ζj P C for all i P t1, . . . , 2nu
and j P t1, . . . , p´ 2nu. Moreover,
rankΩp´2n “ p´ 2n, (4.2)
where Ω was defined in (3.7).
Proof. Since (3.11) is satisfied, there exists an invertible matrix P P Cpˆp such that
ΩP “
ˆ
Ip´2n 0
Q R
˙
, (4.3)
where Ip´2n is the pp´ 2nq ˆ pp´ 2nq identity matrix and 0 stands for the pp´ 2nqˆ 2n zero matrix.
If we put Ξ “ pΞr1s,Ξr2sq, where Ξr1s P C2nˆpp´2nq and Ξr2s P C2nˆ2n, and multiply (4.3) by Ξ from
the left, we obtain
Ξr1s “ ´Ξr2sQ,
i.e., Ξ “ ` ´ Ξr2sQ,Ξr2s˘. It implies that rankΞr2s “ 2n by the second inequality in (2.2), because
rankΞ “ 2n. By multiplying equality (3.10) by the matrix pΞr2sqJ´1 from the right, we get
Zk pΞr2sqJ´1 “ Yk pΞr2sqJ´1 ` Φr1sk Ξr1sJpΞr2sqJ´1 ` Φr2sk ,
where Φr1sk P C2nˆpp´2nq and Φr2sk P C2nˆ2n are such that Φk “ pΦr1sk ,Φr2sk q. It shows that every solution
ϕr2n´p`1s, . . . , ϕrps can be uniquely expressed with yˆris, zˆris, i P t1, . . . , 2nu, and ϕr1s, . . . , ϕrp´2ns, i.e.,
ϕ
rjs
k “ uˆrjsk `
2nÿ
r“1
ηj,r zˆ
rrs
k `
p´2nÿ
s“1
ζj,s ϕ
rss
k , k P I`Z , j P tp´ 2n` 1, . . . , pu, (4.4)
for some uˆrjsk P domTmin and ηj,r, ζj,s P C. Therefore, the expression in (4.1) follows from (3.8).
Moreover, if we multiply (4.4) by ϕris˚k J from the left, where i P t1, . . . , p´ 2nu, then
pϕris, ϕrjsqN`1 “ pϕris, yˆrjsqN`1 `
2nÿ
r“1
ηj,r pϕris, zˆrrsqN`1 `
p´2nÿ
s“1
ζj,s pϕris, ϕrssqN`1.
Hence from (3.3) and the definition of zˆris we have
Ω
r1,2s
p´2n, q´ “ Ωp´2n TJ, (4.5)
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where T P Cq´ˆpp´2nq is a matrix consisting of the elements ζj,s for j P tq` ` 1, . . . , pu and s P
t1, . . . , p ´ 2nu. Since the solutions are arranged such that rankΩr1,2sp´2n, q´ “ p ´ 2n, identity (4.2)
follows from (4.5) and the second inequality in (2.2). 
Remark 4.2. If we switch the role of vr¨spλ0q and wr¨spλ¯0q in the definition of ϕr1s, . . . , ϕrps in (3.6),
i.e., we put ϕris “ wrispλ¯0q for i P t1, . . . , q´u and ϕrj`q´s “ vrjspλ0q for j P t1, . . . , q`u, then the
solutions ϕr1s, . . . , ϕrq´s can be arranged such that (4.1) and (4.2) hold.
Now, we give the proof of Theorem 3.3.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Assume that T is a self-adjoint extension of Tmin. Then, by Theorem 2.11
there exists a GKN-set tβjuqj“1 for pTmin, Tmaxq such that (2.38) holds. Since βj P Tmax, they may be
identified as βj “ tw˜rjs, h˜rjsu P Tmax. By Lemma 4.1, the elements wˆrjs can be uniquely expressed as
wˆ
rjs
k “ yˆrjsk `
2nÿ
i“1
ηj,i zˆ
ris
k `
2q´2nÿ
l“1
ζj,l ϕ
rls
k , k P I`Z , (4.6)
where yˆrjs P domTmin and ηj,i, ζj,l P C. We next show that the matrices
M – pwˆr1s0 , . . . , wˆrqs0 q˚J P Cqˆ2n, L –
¨
˚˝ζ1,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ζ1,2q´2n.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
ζq,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ζq,2q´2n
˛
‹‚P Cqˆp2q´2nq
satisfy (3.12).
Since rankpM,Lq ď q, assume that rankpM,Lq ă q. Then, there exists C “ pc1, . . . , cqqJ P
Cqzt0u such that C˚pM,Lq “ 0, i.e., C˚M “ 0 “ C˚L. If wˆk –
řq
j“1 cjwˆ
rjs
k for k P I`Z , then
wˆ0 “ JM˚C “ 0 and also pwˆ, ϕrisqN`1 “
řq
j“1 cj pwˆrjs, ϕrisqN`1 for all i P t1, . . . , 2q´ 2nu. Hence
by (4.6) and (3.3) we have`pwˆ, ϕr1sqN`1, . . . , pwˆ, ϕr2q´2nsqN`1˘ “ C˚LΩ2q´2n “ 0.
But then pwˆ, yˆqN`1 “ 0 for any yˆ P domTmax, because it can be written as in (4.1). It means that
wˆ P domTmin by (3.3) and hence β1, . . . , βq are linearly dependent in Tmax modulo Tmin, which
contradicts the assumption that that tβjuqj“1 is a GKN-set. Therefore, the first condition in (3.12) is
satisfied.
Next, we see that ¨
˚˝pwˆr1s, wˆr1sq0 ¨ ¨ ¨ pwˆr1s, wˆrqsq0.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
pwˆrqs, wˆr1sq0 . . . pwˆrqs, wˆrqsq0
˛
‹‚“MJM˚ (4.7)
and by using (4.6), (3.3), and the definition of zˆris, also see that¨
˚˝pwˆr1s, wˆr1sqN`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pwˆr1s, wˆrqsqN`1.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
pwˆrqs, wˆr1sqN`1 . . . pwˆrqs, wˆrqsqN`1
˛
‹‚“ LΩ2q´2n L˚. (4.8)
Since tβjuqj“1 is a GKN-set, we obtain from (3.1) that
0 “ rβi : βjs “ pwˆris, wˆrjsqk
ˇˇN`1
0
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for all i, j P t1, . . . , qu. By (4.7) and (4.8), this implies that MJM˚ ´ LΩ2q´2n L˚ “ 0, and that the
second condition in (3.12) is also satisfied.
For any zˆ P domTmax, we can write¨
˚˝pwˆr1s, zˆq0.
.
.
pwˆrqs, zˆq0
˛
‹‚“Mzˆ0,
¨
˚˝pwˆr1s, zˆqN`1.
.
.
pwˆrqs, zˆqN`1
˛
‹‚“ L
¨
˚˝ pϕr1s, zˆqN`1.
.
.
pϕr2q´2ns, zˆqN`1
˛
‹‚, (4.9)
where the second equality follows from (4.6), (3.3), and the definition of zˆris. Upon combining (2.38),
(3.1), (4.9), we obtain that T can be expressed as
T “  tz˜, f˜u P Tmax | pzˆ, wˆrjsqk ˇˇN`10 “ 0 for all j “ 1, . . . , q(
“  tz˜, f˜u P Tmax | wˆrjs˚k J zˆk ˇˇN`10 “ 0 for all j “ 1, . . . , q(
“
#
tz˜, f˜u P Tmax |Mzˆ0 ´ L
˜
pϕr1s,zˆqN`1
.
.
.
pϕr2q´2ns,zˆqN`1
¸
“ 0
+
,
i.e., as written in (3.13).
On the other hand, let M P Cqˆ2n and L P Cqˆp2q´2nq satisfy (3.12) and T be given by (3.13).
We then must show that there exists a GKN-set tβjuqj“1 for pTmin, Tmaxq such that T can be expressed
as in (2.38). Denote the columns of JM˚ P C2nˆq as ρ1, . . . , ρq and the columns of the matrix
pϕr1sk , . . . , ϕr2q´2nsk qL˚ P C2nˆq as wr1sk , . . . , wrqsk , i.e.,
ρi – JM
˚ei, w
ris
k –
2q´2nÿ
l“1
ηi,l ϕ
rls
k , i P t1, . . . , qu, (4.10)
where ei is the i-th canonical unit vector in Cq and ηi,j are the elements of L for i P t1, . . . , qu
and j P t1, . . . , 2q ´ 2nu. Then, wris P Tmax for all i P t1, . . . , qu and, by Lemma 3.1, there exist
βi – ty˜ris, h˜risu P Tmax such that
yˆ
ris
0 “ ρi, yˆrisk “ wrisk , k P rb` 1,8qZ X I`Z
for all i P t1, . . . , qu, where the number b is determined in Hypothesis 2.4. We next show that tβiuqi“1
form a GKN-set for pTmin, Tmaxq.
Since the linear independence of β1, . . . , βq in Tmax modulo Tmin is equivalent to the linear inde-
pendence of yˆr1s, . . . , yˆrqs in domTmax modulo Tmin, we assume that there exists C “ pc1, . . . , cqqJ P
Cqzt0u such that
yˆ –
qÿ
j“1
cj yˆ
rjs P domTmin.
Then, from (3.3) and (4.10), we have for all ϕr1s, . . . , ϕr2q´2ns P Tmax that
0 “ `pyˆ, ϕr1sqN`1, . . . , pyˆ, ϕr2q´2nsqN`1˘ “ C˚LΩ2q´2n.
This implies C˚L “ 0, because Ω2q´2n is assumed to be invertible. Simultaneously we have yˆ0 “ 0,
which yields
0 “ yˆ0 “
qÿ
j“1
cj yˆ
rjs
0 “ JM˚C,
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i.e., C˚M “ 0, because the matrix J is invertible. But this means C˚pM,Lq “ 0, which contradicts
the first assumption in (3.12).
Next, let
Yk –
¨
˚˝pyˆr1s, yˆr1sqk ¨ ¨ ¨ pyˆr1s, yˆrqsqk.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
pyˆrqs, yˆr1sqk ¨ ¨ ¨ pyˆrqs, yˆrqsqk
˛
‹‚.
Since it can be directly calculated that Y0 “MJM˚ and YN`1 “ LΩ2q´2nL˚, the second equality in
(3.12) implies Y0 ´ YN`1 “ 0. Therefore, by using (3.1), we get
rβi : βjs “ pyˆris, yˆrjsqk
ˇˇN`1
0
“ 0,
which shows that tβiuqi“1 is a GKN-set for pTmin, Tmaxq as defined in Subsection 2.2.
Finally, let tw˜, g˜u P Tmax be arbitrary, then
Mwˆ0 “
¨
˚˝pyˆr1s, wˆq0.
.
.
pyˆrqs, wˆq0
˛
‹‚, L
¨
˚˝ pϕr1s, wˆqN`1.
.
.
pϕr2q´2ns, wˆqN`1
˛
‹‚“
¨
˚˝pyˆr1s, wˆqN`1.
.
.
pyˆrqs, wˆqN`1
˛
‹‚. (4.11)
By (3.1) the condition rtw˜, g˜u : βis “ 0 is equivalent to
pwˆ, yˆrisqk
ˇˇN`1
0
“ 0 “ ´pyˆris, wˆqk
ˇˇN`1
0
(4.12)
for all i P t1, . . . , qu. Hence, by (4.11), we see that (4.12) can be written as
M wˆ0 ´ L
¨
˚˝ pϕr1s, wˆqN`1.
.
.
pϕr2q´2ns, wˆqN`1
˛
‹‚“ 0.
Therefore, the linear relation T in (3.13) can be equivalently expressed as in (2.38), which means that
T is a self-adjoint extension of Tmin. 
The simplification of Theorem 3.3 in the limit circle case is based on the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3. Let Hypothesis 2.4 be satisfied and ϕr1s, . . . , ϕrq`s be arranged as in Lemma 4.1. Assume
that there exists ν P R such that system (Sν) has r – maxtq`, q´u linearly independent square
summable solutions (suppressing the argument ν) given by Θr1s, . . . ,Θrrs. Then these solutions can be
arranged such that rankΥp´2n “ p ´ 2n, where
Υ –
¨
˚˝pΘr1s,Θr1sqN`1 . . . pΘr1s,ΘrrsqN`1.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
pΘrrs,Θr1sqN`1 . . . pΘrrs,ΘrrsqN`1
˛
‹‚P Crˆr.
Moreover, for any tz˜, f˜u P Tmax the element zˆ can be uniquely expressed as
zˆk “ yˆk `
2nÿ
i“1
αi zˆ
ris
k `
p´2nÿ
j“1
βj Θ
rjs
k , k P I`Z ,
where yˆ P domTmin, zˆr1s, . . . , zˆr2ns are given in Lemma 3.1, and αi, βj P C for all i P t1, . . . , 2nu and
j P t1, . . . , p´ 2nu.
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Proof. Since Θr1s, . . . ,Θrrs P domTmax, by Lemma 4.1 there exist unique αi,j, βi,l P C such that
Θ
ris
k “ yˆrisk `
2nÿ
j“1
αi,j zˆ
rjs
k `
p´2nÿ
l“1
βi,l ϕ
rls
k , k P I`Z , (4.13)
where i P t1, . . . , ru. Then, the definition of zˆris and identity (3.3) yield
Υ “ BΩp´2nB˚, (4.14)
where the matrix B “ r βi,j s P Crˆpp´2nq. Hence, rankΥ ď p ´ 2n by the first inequality in (2.2).
On the other hand, by the Wronskian-type identity in (2.7) we have Υ “ Θ˚
0
J Θ0, where Θk –
pΘr1sk , . . . ,Θrrsk q. Since the solutions Θr1sk , . . . ,Θrrsk are linearly independent, we have rankΘk “ r for
all k P I`
Z
, and hence rankΥ ě p´ 2n by the second inequality in (2.2). Therefore rankΥ “ p´ 2n,
which implies that the solutionsΘk – pΘr1sk , . . . ,Θrrsk q can be arranged such that rankΥp´2n “ p´2n.
In this case, the invertibility of Bp´2n follows from the equality Υp´2n “ Bp´2nΩp´2nB˚p´2n, which
is obtained analogously to (4.14). Since from (4.13) we have
pΘr1sk , . . . ,Θrp´2nsk q “ pyˆr1sk , . . . , yˆrp´2nsk q ` pzˆr1sk , . . . , zˆr2nsk qA˚2n,p´2n ` pϕr1sk , . . . , ϕrp´2nsk qB˚q´2n,
where A “ r αi,j s P Crˆ2n, the invertibility of Bp´2n means that ϕr1sk , . . . , ϕrp´2nsk can be uniquely
expressed by using Θr1sk , . . . ,Θ
rp´2ns
k , yˆ
r1s
k , . . . , yˆ
rp´2ns
k , and zˆ
r1s
k , . . . , zˆ
r2ns
k . Upon combining these ex-
pressions with (4.1), we obtain the second part of the statement. 
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